PART III
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CLIMATE
CHAPTER V
CLIMATE AND THE CLIMATIC ZONES
A. why climate is important
Climatic Barriers
Climate is the most important of geographic factors. In one sense of
the word, climate is the average of the weather over a long period of
years. In a broader sense, climate includes all the variations of the weather
from day to day as well as from season to season. In this broad sense
climate acts uppnjnan in three^chief; ways: (1) It sets up barriers whigh
limit lils "movements. (2) It is the main physical factorJinj^trpUing
tEenature an3*ainS\int of most" of the'materials-needed for food, clothing,
and shelter^ (3) It has a direct aricf important influence upon health a£3
energy^
'""*(!) On the Ocean. Climate, in the sense of weather, limits man's
movements directly when a rainstorm keeps people in the house, for ex-
ample, or a gale prevents ships from going to sea. Its chief effects, how-
ever, are indirect or in combination with other factors. For example,
a large part of the difficulty in crossing oceans and mountains is climatic.
America did not remain undiscovered so long merely because of the
broad ocean, but because people feared that climatic conditions in the
form of storms and winds would wreck them, or prevent them from com-
ing home again. Today travelers do not fear the ocean when it is calm,
but only when it is disturbed by climatic influences such as winds, waves,
fogs, and icebergs like that against which the Titanic struck with 1,500
people on board. The, effe^^£s^of^Ae_oceai^as a barrier would be
greatly reduced if the climatic dangers could be eliminated.
""""(2) £molijn&6u^^	thej)arner^of^die_ moun-
tains .isjargely^climatic^ In crossing the Himalayas from India to western
China the steep slopes and thin air are indeed a great hindrance. Yet
these direct effects of relief are far less dreaded than fierce snowstorms,
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